
QUIZ Time!  
TP Creations (All Rights reserved) 

“How Safety-Savvy are you?” 

Do you care for safety, or are you a nuisance to yourself and 
others in your laboratory? Take this quiz to test yourself – 
maybe you could be one of the 3 lucky winners of a $30.00 
shopping voucher!  Have fun! 

Q1. If Jennifer’s clothing catches fire, you should: 
A. Not panic but yell for help as loud as you can to alert everyone in the lab, and wait 

till expert help arrives. 
B. Run to the emergency shower with her and douse the flame with plenty of water - 

at least 15 minutes to be sure. Water saves the day…. and Jennifer! 
C. Smother the flame immediately by wrapping a fire blanket round her. 
D. Activate the fire alarm and apply ‘P-A-S-S’ with a fire extinguisher to put out the 

flame. Easy does it! 
 
 

Q2.   To impress a visiting ‘hunk’ in your lab, you should: 
A. Ditch the lab coat – wear shorts to flaunt your slim legs, and open-toe sandals to 

reveal your nice toe nails. No worry, just be careful not to spill anything……. 
B. Wear your lab coat to look professional, but safety goggles? They are not cool, and 

he might not notice your winks! 
C. Observe lab safety rules, follow safe lab procedures.  
D. Not wear gloves, or else how would he notice your sparkling diamonds on your 

fingers? 
 
 

Q3. You found an unlabelled beaker containing some colorless liquid on the lab bench. 
You should: 
A. Move the beaker into the fume hood which is the perfect place to store it! 
B. Do a good deed – it could be just harmless water! Pour the liquid down the sink 

and wash the beaker for the next person to use. 
C. Find out who the culprit is, and what the beaker contains so that you can dispose 

the liquid properly. Better safe than sorry! 
D. Pass it to someone else to use, don’t waste reagents!  

 
 
 
Q4.    You’ve just finished using a hotplate. You should: 

A. Switch it off, and continue with your experiment. Place a notice beside it to warn 
others that it is still hot. 

B. Be considerate - leave it ON for the next person to use. 
C. Cover the hotplate with a piece of rag so that people will not get hurt touching it 

accidentally.  
D. Immerse the hotplate in water so that it will cool down quickly. 



 
 
Q5. The sign below warns of: 

                   
 

A. Pirates – stay away! 
B. Toxic or Poisonous materials!  
C. That’s what you’ll become if you’re anorexic 
D. Dangerous to eat/drink, but okay to inhale 
 
 

Q6. This sign means:  

              
  

A. Fan blades blowing hard, may dislodge any time! 
B. Radioactivity 
C. Biohazard 
D. Tsunami alert, stay away from the beach! 
 
  

Q7. You see Albert dumping contaminated plastic pipettes in the waste paper basket.  You 
should: 
A. Ignore him. It’s not your problem, anyway! 
B. Nicely and politely tell him that the pipettes should be decontaminated first before 

putting them in biohazard bags for disposal.  
C. Follow suit and do the same, that’s perfectly alright, man! 
D. Pick them up and put them into the lab trash bin for the lab attendant Ah Huat to 

take away.   
 
 
 
 

Q8. If someone in the lab got a chemical burn, the immediate treatment would be: 
A. Stop the burn from progressing by removing clothing saturated with the chemical at 

once, and the affected skin area placed in ice water for up to 30 minutes to reduce 
the total area and depth of the burn 

B. Stop the burn from progressing by removing clothing saturated with the chemical at 
once, and the affected skin area placed in warm water for up to 30 minutes to 
reduce the total area and depth of the burn 

C. Stop the burn from progressing by removing clothing saturated with the chemical at 
once, and the affected skin area placed in cold water for up to 30 minutes to 
reduce the total area and depth of the burn 



D. Stop the burn from progressing by removing clothing saturated with the chemical at 
once, and the affected skin area applied with something cooling like Colgate. 

 
 
Q9.     There are some stubborn yellow stains on the lab floor. Your lab supervisor instructs 

your lab attendant, Ah Huat to scrub the lab floor clean. You notice that Ah Huat is 
preparing to mix some vinegar with bleach to use. You should:   
A. Stop him. Mixing acid with bleach will generate a foul rotten smell.  
B. Stop him. Mixing acid with bleach will generate highly toxic chlorine vapor. 
C. Let him proceed. Vinegar and bleach will make a powerful ‘magic’ concoction for 

the task. 
D. Let him proceed. He is the expert in cleaning after all! 

 
Q10. While working with a bottle of volatile liquid in the fume hood, Peter suddenly feels 

dizzy and nauseous. He should: 
A. Stop work immediately and go straight home to bed after swallowing 2 Panadol 

tablets. He will be fine when he has rested enough. 
B. Rub some medicated oil on his forehead, no big problem! Just put on a face shield 

and continue with his work to completion 
C. Report his symptoms to his supervisor, so that he can check whether the fume 

hood is working properly   
D. Replace this bottle of liquid with another bottle of liquid to work with.  Should be 

okay with this one! 
 
 

Submit your answers (with your name, department and contact 
number) to:  TP Lim (mdclimtp@nus.edu.sg) by 30 September 2009. 
If you have any comments about our safety website games, please 
write to TP Lim. We would like to hear from you. Thank you very 
much.   
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